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Amidst the geopolitical repercussions of ongoing war in Ukraine, the Eurasian connectivity 
is again in focus. It does not only fall on the consideration of Arctic pathways (as a 
cheaper and increasingly reliable way to connect norther/Atlantic flank of Europe with the 
Far East and other premium production spots of Asia). Recent considerations, though less 
present in contemporary western literature, are thoroughly examining different land 
corridor on the largest landmass of our planet. 

This is how the so-called Middle Corridor has witnessed reinvigorated interest of both 
scholars and industry. This corridor, encompassing Central Asia, the Caucasus, and 
Türkiye, has gained prominence as an alternative land route between Europe and the 
People's Republic of China. The disruption caused by the war to the Northern Corridor 
which passes through sanctioned Russian and Belarusian territories, has highlighted the 
Middle Corridor's significance which has the potential to diminish Russia's influence in the 
region. 

The following IFIMES analysis will briefly elaborate on the Eurasian connectivity and the 
background to different approaches and interests behind them.    

In our globally interconnected world, roads are the arteries of economic progress. Thus, 
recent incidents, such as attacks by the Yemeni Houthis on cargo ships in the Suez Canal, 
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emphasize the critical importance of secure transportation routes. As global attention 
pivots, the spotlight now converges on the Central Asian region ᐀愀渀 important nexus able 
to interlink diverse corners of the world. In a period characterized by ever-increasing 
geopolitical tensions, the emergence of the Middle Corridor, as an alternative to 
established trade norms, isn't merely an economic prospect  ጀ it is a transformative force 
that can switch powers and roles.

To read the rest of the article, please click: 
https://www.ifimes.org/en/researches/middle-corridor-eurasia-optimized/5269?
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